Supermassive black holes have been detected in all galaxies that contain bulge components when the galaxies observed were close enough so that the searches were feasible. Together with the observation that bigger black holes live in bigger bulges 1-4 , this has led to the belief that black hole growth and bulge formation regulate each other 5 . That is, black holes and bulges "coevolve". Therefore, reports 6,7 of a similar correlation between black holes and the dark matter halos in which visible galaxies are embedded have profound implications. Dark matter is likely to be nonbaryonic, so these reports suggest that unknown, exotic physics controls black hole growth. Here we show -based in part on recent measurements 8 of bulgeless galaxies -that there is almost no correlation between dark matter and parameters that measure black holes unless the galaxy also contains a bulge. We conclude that black holes do not correlate directly with dark matter. They do not correlate with galaxy disks, either 9,10 . Therefore black holes coevolve only with bulges. This simplifies the puzzle of their coevolution by focusing attention on purely baryonic processes in the galaxy mergers that make bulges 11 .
Supermassive black holes have been detected in all galaxies that contain bulge components when the galaxies observed were close enough so that the searches were feasible. Together with the observation that bigger black holes live in bigger bulges 1-4 , this has led to the belief that black hole growth and bulge formation regulate each other 5 . That is, black holes and bulges "coevolve". Therefore, reports 6,7 of a similar correlation between black holes and the dark matter halos in which visible galaxies are embedded have profound implications. Dark matter is likely to be nonbaryonic, so these reports suggest that unknown, exotic physics controls black hole growth. Here we show -based in part on recent measurements 8 of bulgeless galaxies -that there is almost no correlation between dark matter and parameters that measure black holes unless the galaxy also contains a bulge. We conclude that black holes do not correlate directly with dark matter. They do not correlate with galaxy disks, either 9,10 . Therefore black holes coevolve only with bulges. This simplifies the puzzle of their coevolution by focusing attention on purely baryonic processes in the galaxy mergers that make bulges 11 .
The idea of coevolution was motivated by the observation that bigger black holes (BHs) live in bulges and elliptical galaxies that have bigger velocity dispersions σ at large radii where stars feel mainly each others' gravity and not that of the BH 3,4 . This correlation was compelling, because its scatter was small, consistent with measurement errors. The reduced χ 2 was 0.79 for the highest-accuracy sample 3 , and "the intrinsic scatter [in BH mass M • at fixed σ] is probably less than 0.15 dex." 4 The scatter was so small that σ could be used as a surrogate for M • for many arguments. More important was the implication that a fundamental physical connection between BH and bulge growth awaits discovery, given the realization 12 that even a tiny fraction of the energy produced in BH growth could, if absorbed by protogalactic gas, regulate bulge formation. Small scatter will be important here, too. Tight correlations motivate a search for underlying physics. Loose correlations are less compelling: bigger galaxies just tend to be made of bigger galaxy parts. The discovery 6, 7 of a similarly tight correlation between σ and the circular rotation velocities V circ of gas in the outer parts of galaxies, where gravity is controlled by dark matter (DM), therefore was taken to imply that DM also regulates BH growth. In fact, it was suggested 6 that the more fundamental correlation is the one with DM; i. e., that dark matter engineers coevolution. The proposed BH-DM correlation raised two concerns. First, it was known that BHs do not correlate with galaxy disks 9 , whereas galaxy disks correlate closely with DM 13, 14 . It was not clear how BHs and disks could separately correlate with DM without also correlating with each other. Second, the velocity resolution of some σ measurements was too low to resolve narrow spectral lines; this problem is discussed in the caption to Figure 1 .
If dark matter controls BH growth and bulges are essentially irrelevant, then V circ should correlate tightly with σ even in galaxies that do not have bulges. Figure 1 performs this test. Figure 1 updates the plot that was used to claim 6 a BH -DM correlation. The reliable original data are shown in black; points measured with low velocity resolution were omitted as documented in Supplementary Table 1 . Motivated by the above discussion, we measured 8 velocity dispersions in six Sc -Scd galaxies that have nuclear star clusters ("nuclei") but essentially no bulges. They are shown by red points. Other color points show additional published data on bulgeless galaxies that were measured with enough spectral dispersion to resolve nuclear σ. Figure 1 shows that bulgeless galaxies (color points, NGC 3198)
show only a weak correlation between V circ and σ. This is expected, because bigger galaxies tend to have bigger nuclei 20 . But no tight correlation suggests any more compelling formation physics than the expectation that bigger nuclei can be manufactured in bigger galaxies that contain more fuel. The Second, our sample is intentionally biased against galaxies that contain bulges. We even avoided substantial "pseudobulges"; i. e., "fake bulges" that were made by the internal evolution of galaxy disks 21 rather than by the galaxy mergers that make "classical bulges". The pseudobulge-to-total mass ratios of our galaxies are < ∼ a few percent; the bulge-to-total ratios are zero. The relevance of pseudobulges is discussed below. We chose these galaxies because, as noted earlier, we want to know whether DM correlates with BHs in the absence of the component that we know correlates with BHs. A study 22 of a large galaxy sample that is not biased against bulges results in similar conclusions:
V circ correlates weakly with σ, especially at Hubble types where galaxies contain classical bulges, but the scatter is large and "these results render questionable any attempt to supplant the bulge with the halo as the fundamental determinant of the central black hole mass in galaxies.
22 " Results from this study are included in Figure S3 in the Supplementary Information. Figure 1 shows substantial overlap in V circ between the color points that show little correlation and the black filled circles that show a good correlation with σ. (The black points shown as error bars are for galaxies with only optical rotation curves; they measure V circ less accurately, because they reach less far out into the DM halo 6 . They show a weak correlation that is not a compelling argument for coevolution.) In the overlap range, 180 km s
, galaxies participate in the tight V circ -σ shown by the black filled circles only if they contain bulges. Clearly baryons matter to BH growth. But baryons in a disk are not enough. DM by itself is not enough. M 101 (top-left red point) has a halo that is similar to those of half of the galaxies in the tight correlation, but that halo did not manufacture a canonical BH in the absence of a bulge. This suggests that bulges, not halos, coevolve with BHs. Nevertheless, most black circles in Figure 1 show a correlation whose scatter is consistent with the error bars. We need to understand this. We suggest that the tight correlation of black points in Figure 1 is a result of the well known conspiracy 13,14 between baryons and DM to make featureless rotation curves with no distinction between the parts that are dominated by baryonic and nonbaryonic matter. This possibility was considered and dismissed in reference (6) . However, it is a natural consequence of the observation that baryons make up 17 % of the matter in galaxies 23 and that, to make stars, they need to dissipate inside their halos until they are self-gravitating. This is enough to engineer that V circ is approximately the same for DM halos and for disks embedded in them 24, 25 . That part of the conspiracy is not shown by Figure 1 because, absent a bulge, disks reach V circ at large radii that are not sampled by σ measurements of nuclei.
Bulges dissipate more than disks. The consequences are shown in Figures S1 and S2 in the Supplementary Information. Figure   S1 shows that V circ for the bulge ≈ V circ for the halo for the two highest-V circ galaxies whose points are circled in Figure 1 . Figure S2 shows that the same equality holds reasonably well, given the uncertainties in rotation curve decomposition, for all decompositions that we could find that included a bulge. It holds in just the V circ range, 180 -260 km s −1 , where the black circles in Figure 1 show a tight correlation. Because a bulge has V circ ∼ √ 2σ, a correlation like that in Figure 1 is expected from Figure S2 . All galaxies that participate in the tight correlation in Figure 1 are included in Figure S2 . And all of them have bulges or pseudobulges. We conclude that the correlation is nothing more nor less than a restatement of the rotation curve conspiracy for bulges and DM. It is a consequence of DM-mediated galaxy formation. The conceptual leap to a direct causal correlation between DM and BHs is not required by the data. So far, we have discussed BH correlations indirectly using the assumption that σ is a surrogate for BH mass. We now check this assumption and show that it is not valid for most of the black points that define the tight correlation in Figure 1 . If σ is not a measure of M • , then this further shows that the correlation is not a consequence of a BH -DM coevolution.
In Figure 2 , we examine directly the correlations between M • and host galaxy properties for galaxies in which BHs have been detected dynamically. All plotted parameters are published elsewhere. The galaxy sample and plotted data are listed in the Supplementary Information of the accompanying Letter 10 . The same galaxies are shown in all panels except: ellipticals do not appear in panel (c) because they have no disk; bulgeless galaxies do not appear in panel (a) because they have no bulge; some bulgeless galaxies and pseudobulge galaxies with M Figure 2 also distinguishes "classical bulges" (red points) and "pseudobulges" (blue points). Classical bulges are essentially indistinguishable in structure and parameter correlations from elliptical galaxies (black points). We believe that both formed by galaxy mergers (see below). Pseudobulges are high-density, central components in galaxies that superficially resemble -and often are mistaken for -classical bulges but that can be recognized because their properties are more disk-like than those of classical bulges. We now know that this results from fundamentally different formation histories. Complementary to hierarchical clustering 26 , a new aspect of our understanding of galaxy formation 21 is that isolated galaxy disks evolve slowly as nonaxisymmetries such as bars redistribute angular momentum. During this process, pseudobulges are grown out of disk material. Bulge-pseudobulge classifications are listed for all objects in the sample in the Supplemental Information of reference (10) . Panels We find that only four black circles in Figure 1 correspond to classical bulges, M 31, NGC 2841, NGC 4258, and NGC 7331. Their points are circled. The others are for pseudobulges. For these, the demonstration of a tight V circ -σ correlation is not a demonstration that DM and BHs correlate.
Instead, if V circ correlates with σ but σ does not measure M • , then this supports our conclusion that the correlation results from the rotation curve conspiracy. Also, the circled points for classical bulges agree with the correlation for pseudobulges. It is implausible to suggest that the correlation for circled points is caused by BH -DM coevolution whereas the identical correlation for the other points has nothing to do with BHs. We conclude that BHs do not correlate causally with DM halos. There is no reason to expect that the unknown, exotic physics of non-baryonic dark matter directly affects BH growth. Even DM gravity is not directly responsible for BH -galaxy coevolution. Rather, that coevolution appears to be as simple as it could be: BHs coevolve only with classical bulges and ellipticals. We have a well developed picture of the their formation. Hierarchical clustering of density fluctuations in cold dark matter results in frequent galaxy mergers 11, 26, 28 . The products of roughly equal-mass mergers are classical bulges and ellipticals, because progenitor disks get scrambled away by dynamical violence 11 . During this process, gas falls to the center, triggers a burst of star formation 29, 30 , and builds the high stellar densities that we see in bulges. This gas may also feed black holes. In fact, we see a correspondence 29 between mergers-in-progress and quasarlike nuclear activity that builds M • . Our increasingly persuasive picture is that the growth of black holes and the assembly of ellipticals happen together and regulate each other 12, 30 . The present results support this picture.
Supplementary Information
We expand on four issues: § 1 explains the consequences for this paper of the "conspiracy" in the biggest disk galaxies that bulges, disks, and dark matter halos are arranged in density and radius so that their combined, circular-orbit rotation curves are almost flat. Section 2 reconstructs Figure 1 for the rotation curve sample used in Section 1 and updates it with newer and more accurate measurements. The result (Fig. S3) is that the strong V circ -σ correlation at high V circ in Figure 1 looks weaker. Section 3 presents an additional argument that dark matter does not predict M • irrespective of the nature and amount of its baryon content. Finally, § 4 documents the data used to construct Figure 1.
The Conspiracy Between Visible and Dark Matter
To Produce Flat, Featureless Rotation Curves Figure S1 illustrates the rotation curve conspiracy 13, 14, 31 in the highest-and third-highest-V circ galaxies in Figure 1 . In NGC 2841, in M 31, and in high-V circ galaxies in general, bulges, disks, and DM halos are arranged in radius and density so that their combined rotation curves are so flat and featureless that one cannot easily tell which component dominates at which radius. To understand rotation curves, it is necessary to decompose them into the contributions from each component 32 . Rotation curve decompositions like those illustrated in Figure S1 are available for all of the galaxies in Figure 1 that have H I measurements of V circ . A slightly oversimplified paraphrase of the conspiracy is that each component has approximately the same maximum V circ . But they reach these maxima at different radii -the bulge near the center, then the disk (including gas) and then the DM at radii that are usually outside the visible part of the galaxy ( Figure S1 ). The important conclusion is this: If V circ,bulge ≃ V circ,halo (in obvious notation), then there is no reason to believe that any V circ -σ correlation that remains at high rotation velocities in Fig. 1 is a correlation of σ and hence M • with DM. It may be no more than the correlation with bulges that we already know about.
In particular, three of the four highest-V circ galaxies in Figure 1 contain classical bulges. They are, from top to bottom, NGC 2841, M 31, and NGC 7331. The fourth is NGC 4565, which has both a big boxy pseudobulge -i. e., an edge-on bar -and a smaller "disky" pseudobulge 33 . Some of the biggest pseudobulges are consistent with the BH-host galaxy correlations in the top panels of Figure 2 . To rephrase our conclusion: We suggest that any V circ -σ correlation that remains in Figure 1 is due to the rotation curve conspiracy. Ferrarese 6 considered but dismissed this possibility. However, we can test our suggestion, because bulges dominate the biggest galaxies and then disappear as galaxy luminosity decreases. If we are correct, then we expect that any correlation in Figure 1 breaks down at V circ values where bulges become unimportant. We show in Figure S2 that this happens at V circ ≪ 200 km s −1 . The key to our test is that the rotation curve conspiracy is not perfect 31 : it works best for intermediate-luminosity galaxies, but at large radii, "rotation curves rise for faint [er] galaxies, fall for bright [er] ones." Rephrased in the language of Figure S1 , V circ for the central component(s) is smaller than that of the halo in the smallest galaxies and larger than that of the halo in the biggest galaxies. We illustrate this point in Figure S2 and then show why it is relevant to our argument. Figure  S1 illustrates these maximum disk = minimum halo models. The unknown values and radial dependences of M/L exacerbate the second problem, which is that the radial density distribution ρ(r) of the dark matter is not known. The usual practice is to assume a functional form for ρ(r) and then scale the parameters of the halo until it adds up with the visible matter to fit the observed rotation curve. In this paper, we use decompositions based on isothermal dark halos or their equivalent 41 . Consistent use of different halo models would lead to somewhat different decompositions quantitatively but the same qualitative trends with galaxy luminosity and outer V circ . In the decompositions illustrated, we assume that the rotation curve of the dark matter converges to the flat outer rotation velocity observed. The conclusion from the decompositions -and our point in this section -is that, for each galaxy, the maximum V circ is approximately the same for the bulge, the disk, and the dark halo. The sample is small, but the regressions hint that V circ,bulge tends to be bigger than both V circ,disk and V circ in the biggest galaxies; this helps to explain why these galaxies have outward-falling rotation curves 31 . Similarly, V circ,disk < V circ in the smallest galaxies; this is the other half of the conspiracy's breakdown 31 .
In fact, the baryonic components disappear almost entirely at V circ ∼ 45 km s -1 ; this is an illustration of the well known observation that the smallest galaxies are completely dominated by dark matter 41 . The important point for the present paper is that V circ > ∼ 200 km s -1 is just as much a parameter of the bulge as it is a parameter of the dark matter halo. All galaxies represented by black filled circles in Figure 1 are also included in Figure S2 (circled points). Therefore our conclusions apply to these galaxies.
To check whether the results in Figure S1 are general and to see how they depend on V circ , we plot in Figure S2 the results of rotation curve decompositions illustrated in the literature 32,45−72 . The sample is from a study of dark matter scaling laws 41 augmented by more recent papers. Selection criteria are as rigorous as practical; only galaxies with H I rotation curves are used, and they need to reach large enough radii to yield reasonably reliable measures of V circ . (We can never be completely certain of halo rotation velocities: it is always possible that they increase again at large radii beyond the reach of present measurements even when V circ appears to have flattened out 35 .) Only maximum-disk or nearly-maximumdisk decompositions and only those that are based on isothermal halos or equivalent 41 are used.
Before we interpret Figure S2 , there are selection effects in the galaxy sample that we should understand. The most important one is this: H I gas needs to have been detected to large enough radii to see the rotation curve flatten. Many rotation curve decompositions were not used because they do not reach large enough radii. This requirement means that gas must be plentiful. So late Hubble types are favored. One result is that the sample of galaxies with bulgesespecially small ones -is not large. However, we were able to find rotation curve decompositions for all of the galaxies shown by filled black circles in Figure 1 ; their points are circled in Figure S2 . Also, there are notably many dwarf galaxies; this is a result of the emphasis put on studying tiny galaxies that are dominated by DM. It helps our analysis; it gives us the largest possible dynamic range for a derivation of the underlying relationship between V circ,disk and V circ (black straight line). Finally, we note again that we use maximum disk decompositions; if disk M/L values were smaller than these maximum values, then V circ,disk would be correspondingly smaller. E. g., statistical comparisons of vertical velocity dispersions in face-on disks with vertical scale heights in edge-on disks suggest that M/L may be ∼ 63 % of the maximum-disk value 42, 43 . Then V circ,disk would get ∼ 20 % smaller, V circ,bulge would get very slightly larger, and V circ for the halo would necessarily remain unchanged. Our conclusions would be unchanged, too.
In agreement with previous work 31 , we conclude that the rotation curve conspiracy works best in the biggest disk galaxies. Most galaxies with V circ > ∼ 200 km s -1 contain a large bulge, and many of these bulges are classical. Independent of whether they are classical or pseudo, V circ,bulge ≃ V circ,disk ≃ V circ . At V circ ≪ 200 km s -1 , bulges become unimportant as V circ decreases, partly because they are rarer (caution: the points in Figure S2 are not necessarily representative) and partly because V circ,bulge drops below the value for the halo. But these smaller galaxies are the ones for which both Figure 1 and previous work 22 show no tight V circ -σ correlation that argues for BH -DM coevolution. We conclude that there is no compelling evidence for a direct causal correlation between BHs and DM beyond what is implied indirectly by the rotation curve conspiracy. Figure S3 reconstructs Figure 1 for all galaxy samples discussed in this paper. The large scatter in the V circ -σ correlation reported by Ho 22 is shown by the gray points. Superposed in black are results for all rotation curve decomposition galaxies plotted in Figure S2 for which σ measurements are available. They include (circled points) all Ferrarese 6 galaxies in Figure 1 (black filled circles there) that have H I rotation curves. With the best rotation and dispersion measurements available now, their scatter is larger than it was in Figure 1 and consistent with the Ho points. Classical bulges (red) and pseudobulges (blue) that host detected BHs are included from Figure 2 . They also are consistent with the Ho points. Ho also includes 18 of the 23 Ferrarese galaxies that had optical but no H I rotation data (black points marked only with error bars in Figure 1) . Finally, Figure S3 shows in green the galaxies from Figure 1 that have virtually no bulge or pseudobulge; the dispersions are those of their stellar nuclei. For these, there can be no confusion with any BH -(pseudo)bulge correlation, so they remain the best galaxies with which to look for a BH -DM correlation. None is seen. Figure S3 therefore supports our conclusion that the rotation curve conspiracy is sufficient and that a conceptual leap from a BH -bulge correlation to a BH -DM correlation is not compelled by the data. 
Reconstructing the V circ -σ Correlation

If Dark Matter Halos Predict BH Masses Independent of their Baryon Content, Then the Halos of Galaxy Clusters Predict Giant Black Holes That Are Not Seen
The main text mentions this argument briefly. We derive it here.
The original V circ -σ correlation 6 , reproduced to within errors in our Figure 1 (key at the bottom) , is log V circ = (0.84 ± 0.09) log σ + (0.55 ± 0.19) , Whether we can use these cluster halos in our argument depends on whether the dark matter is already distributed in the cluster or whether it is attached only to the galaxies, with the result that the total mass is large but that individual halos are not. Largescale simulations of hierarchical clustering show 28 that, while substructure certainly exists, much of the DM in rich, relaxed clusters is distributed "at large" in the cluster. In fact, the hierarchical clustering of DM is so nearly scale-free that 75 "it is virtually impossible to distinguish [the halo of an individual big galaxy from that of a cluster of galaxies] even though the cluster halo is nearly a thousand times more massive" ′′ . This is bigger than the effective radius of both galaxies 78 . But both galaxies have σ ≃ 300 km s −1 and normal, linear, and shallow log σ(log r) profiles 78 . Therefore, if baryons do not matter -if the hypothesis is that DM makes BHs independent of how baryons are involved (as a galaxy, as a group of galaxies, or not at all) -then Equation (3) predicts unrealistically large M • for rich clusters of galaxies.
Is this a fair argument? Does it miss some essential physics that DM requires in order to make BHs? After all, clusters are different from individual galaxies, even if both contain DM. But we emphasize: Any missing physics cannot involve the formation of bulges and ellipticals, because if those are necessary, then we are back to BH -bulge coevolution. The obvious candidate for a missing ingredient is cold gas. Rich clusters are dominated by X-ray gas. But the same is true of giant ellipticals 126 , and they have manufactured the biggest BHs known. Both M 87 and the Coma cluster are dominated by stars and hot gas that are only minimally helpful for current BH growth and halos that contain some substructure but that are almost self-similar. Ferrarese (ref. 6) argues that more massive DM halos are more efficient at making BHs. The most massive halos are those of galaxy clusters. Therefore the observation that they do not contain BHs in accord with Equation (3) is a powerful argument that, absent a bulge, DM does not directly control BH growth. Note. -The galaxies in the first two blocks are from Table 1 in reference 6; parameters are taken from there unless otherwise noted. Parameters for the third block of galaxies are from the sources listed in these notes or in the columns indicated. Column (1): Galaxy name. Column (2): Galaxy type, from reference 79 as listed in reference 80 except for NGC 1705 81 . Column (3): Bulge classification: C = classical bulge; P = pseudobulge; N = nucleus, which can occur together with C or P. Column (4): Sources of bulge classifications Column (5): Outer rotation velocity Vcirc. Column (6): Sources of Vcirc. Column (7): Adopted velocity dispersion σ. For the first two blocks of galaxies, these are reference (6) "bulge velocity dispersions corrected to an aperture of size re/8", where re is the radius that contains half of the light of the bulge component. Note that σ is measured in the same way whether the bulge is classical or pseudo. Column (8) : Instrumental resolution of the spectrograph used to determine σ expressed as an instrumental velocity dispersion σinstr ≡ FWHM/2.35, where FWHM is the full width at half of maximum intensity (or depth) of σ = 0 emission (or absorption) lines as broadened by the instrumental resolution. When σ σinstr, the galaxy lines are dangerously under-resolved; the usual result is that σ is overestimated. A question mark in Column (6) means that the source did not give the instrumental resolution. A lower limit means that the source did not give the instrumental resolution but did give the pixel size; then (2 pixels)/2.35 is a lower limit on σinstr. For reference (111), we quote the "resolution width" W which is treated like an instrumental velocity dispersion in their Equation (1) . Column (9): Source of σ measurements. More than half of the sources listed in reference (6) appear to be incorrect -we could not find the galaxy listed in that paper. We corrected the sources as well as possible, based on finding the paper that lists σ as given in Table 1 , column (7) of reference (6) . A question mark indicates that σ in the source neverthless differed from σ in reference (6) . For NGC 2841, a σ value essentially equal to that in Reference (6) was found 102 . Column (10) identifies whether this measurement was used in Figure 1 . Cases where σ was under-resolved are omitted when no better data are available. If better data are available, then Column (8) indicates that this line of the table was replaced with the new value in the next line (NGC 3198) or in the third block of galaxies. Figure 1 Table 1 lists the plotted parameters and data sources for all galaxies included in Figure 1 . The top two blocks of galaxies are taken directly from reference (6) with as few changes as possible. If these points are included in Figure 1 , they are plotted in black. The bottom block of galaxies (color points in Figure 1 ) includes only objects with no classical bulge, with very small pseudobulges (e. g., IC 342, NGC 5457, NGC 6946) or none at all (e. g., NGC 598 = M 33), and with nuclear star clusters whose velocity dispersions have been measured with very high velocity resolution (V circ < 10 km s -1 ). In practice, the biggest pseudobulge-to-total luminsity ratios 8 included in the bottom group of galaxies in Table 1 are PB/T ∼ 0.03.
1
Data Table for Galaxies in
Except for two new bulge-pseudobulge classifications discussed below, all data in Table 1 are published. Column 6 lists the source of V circ ; this is taken directly from reference (6) -where the original source is listed -for all galaxies from that paper.
The velocity dispersion σ listed by reference (6) is intended to be an average inside r e /8, where r e is the radius that contains half of the light of the bulge. Some of these values were measured with instrumental resolution σ instr ≃ σ which is too low (see Figure 1 caption). This is documented in Table 1 : σ instr is listed in Column (8) as reported in the paper that published the measurements (Column 9). When the resolution was too poor, the object was "omitted" (Column 10) if we had no better σ value or "replaced" with a high-resolution measurement, if we had one. In the latter case, the galaxy appears again, either in the next line or in the bottom block of objects, along with the high-resolution σ measurement and, when necessary, an update on V circ . Many σ sources are given incorrectly in reference (6);
we list these sources in Column (9), corrected as well as we are able (see Table Note or not. For NGC 5457 and NGC 6946, which contribute more than any other galaxies to our conclusion that DM halos with V circ > 200 km s −1 do not contain big BHs if they do not also contain classical bulges, the nuclear σ measurement also includes an equal or larger contribution from the center of the galaxy's tiny pseudobulge 8 . In any case, nuclei are so small that, if big DM halos manufactured big BHs, then those BHs would easily be revealed by large σ values that are not seen. And velocity dispersion gradients are shallow enough so that the exact fraction of r e inside which σ is averaged is not critical. So the comparison of colored and black points in Figure 1 is fair. Some arguments in the main text depend critically on the distinction 10,21 between classical and pseudo bulges in the top block of galaxies -the ones that show a tight correlation in Fig. 1 . Bulge classifications are less well known for the middle block of galaxies, but these are also less important, because they do not show a tight V circ -σ correlation. Table 1 lists the bulge classification in Column (3) and the source of the classification in Column (4). For NGC 801 and NGC 2998, published (pseudo)bulge classifications are not available; we discuss these galaxies next.
NGC 2998 and NGC 801 are by far the most distant galaxies in the top group in Table 1 . At D = 67 Mpc and 79 Mpc, respectively, they are ∼ 4 times farther away than the next most distant galaxy. As a result, much less is known about them, and in particular, bulge classifications have not been published. However, enough data are available so that we can estimate the bulge type using the shape of the surface brightness profile. NGC 2998 is illustrated in Figure S4 . It is very similar to the Scd galaxy M 101, which has no classical bulge at all, but only a nuclear star cluster and a tiny pseudobulge that contributes 0.027 ± 0.008 of the K-band light of the galaxy 8 . We measured the brightness profile of NGC 2998 to see whether the tiny, bright center is a classical or pseudo bulge. The results are shown in Figure S5 . As in other normal galaxies, the outer disk has an exponential profile 114 and the central component is well fitted by a Sérsic function 113 , log I(r) ∝ r 1/n , where n is the "Sérsic index." The best fit has n = 1.77 ± 0.15 (one sigma). This is marginally less than 2. Much work has shown 21,84,86−89,115−123 that classical bulges have n > ∼ 2 whereas most pseudobulges have n < 2. So our results are most consistent with a pseudobulge, although a classical bulge is not strongly excluded. NGC 801 is also classified as an Sc galaxy, but its (pseudo)bulge is brighter than that of NGC 2998. The galaxy is illustrated in Figure S6 . No HST image is available, but ground-based photometry is collected into a composite profile in Figure S7 . Our photometric decomposition ( Figure S7 ) gives a Sérsic index that is marginally less than 2. This is most consistent with a pseudobulge, but a classical bulge is not excluded. At the large distance of this galaxy, other information such as molecular gas or star formation measurements in the central component are not available. So we cannot apply other classification criteria. We provisionally classify the bulge as pseudo but recognize that this is uncertain. The pseudobulge classifications of NGC 801 and NGC 2998 are more uncertain than the others in the top block of Table 1 , because they are based on only one classification criterion. Also, it is essentially certain that some galaxies have both a classical and a pseudo bulge component. This is unlikely in most galaxies in the top block, based on detailed studies. But it is hard to investigate in NGC 801, because that galaxy is far away and because we do not have Hubble Space Telescope images. (A multicomponent bulge is not likely in NGC 2998: PB/T ≃ 0.03.) However, we emphasize two points. First, if both of the above classifications were wrong, then the tight correlation of black filled circles in Figure 1 would consist of an equal number of classical bulges and pseudobulges. Our arguments in the main text would remain valid. Second, the criterion that we used to classify NGC 801 and NGC 2998 was used successfully to classify the pseudobulges that prove to show no σ -M • correlation 10 . If the same classification criterion identifies a similar sample of pseudobulges that show a tight σ -DM correlation in Figure 1 , than that correlation is not due to BH coevolution driven directly by DM. We discuss NGC 801 and NGC 2998 here mainly for completeness. Our conclusions do not depend on the resulting (pseudo)bulge classifications.
